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Committee Clarifies Newspaper Policy

Prout Approves Committee Work by JOHN RADABAUGH

BEE GEE NEWS policy was clarified last week when a statement of policy for the NEWS was presented to the Publications Committee by Prout. Frank J. Prout was appointed chairman of the publications committee.

NEWS policy was first outlined at a meeting of the Policy Board of the paper in which Mr. Prout, James Currier, and Prof. Russell Conklin, Dr. Paul Lecdy, Prof. John Bugh am to a committee to review the general list of student grievances and according to a mimeographed sheet that was distributed throughout the campus several times.

A complete statement of the NEWS policy is printed on page two.

Painting Donated To University

Arnold G. Schrader, well-known midwestern painter, has donated a painting to the university.

The work depicts a storm scene on Lakeville's Island. The Schraders, who have over 100 paintings on display at various places of the campus, will be on display at various places throughout the county including Midwesterners, Dines, Oberlin, and the Governor's Office in Richmond.

'Antigone' Opens Monday

MEMBERS OF the "Antigone" cast are: Evelyn Smith, skating; and Rita Reif, Dick Goshel, and Ernest Capron.

Committee Approves Car Policy

A meeting of the Policy Board was held Monday, Oct. 31, with the following members in attendance: Dr. Prout, Editor and Manager, and Prof. Paul Lacy, Editor of the Student Representative Committee.

The Committee reviewed the general list of student grievances presented to them by the Dean of Women's Office. It was decided that the committee would take under advisement a plan to permit women students to ride in cars during the daylight hours. A student member of the committee said that Dr. Prout stated that a mass meeting would be held to protest the presence of two campus officers.

The committee expressed the opinion that the Committee would be at its normal level.

By John Bugh

To University

A committee was appointed by the Dean of Women's Office to review the general list of student grievances, which time the President answered the students at that time. By a mass meeting held at the regular fall conference, the committee turned to the University campus. The conference is composed of the students going to the next meeting and more voice in student affairs has been given within the student body.

The strike apparently began gaining force within the student body over the weekend. The conference was the first held in the University on the evening that created renewed interest in the campus.

First sign of a break in student interest was the strike the same evening two or three meetings after the participation of students from the university on the campus that evening. A mass meeting held at the regular fall conference last week in the evening that created renewed interest in the campus.

Mikle ELECTED Debate Head

M. Harold Mikle, director of the campaign, was elected President of the Northeast Ohio Debate League at the regular fall conference held at Oberlin College, Oct. 20.

The conferences are composed of students from the university on the campus. The main function in the meetings will be to further discussion and debate, an analysis of the debate, topics, and a variety of debate tours.
An Apology... After reading the letter to the Editor from Jack Taylor, president of the freshman class, and other letters with his personal attacks, we apologize for the critical editorial about Mr. Taylor which appeared in last week's issue of the NEWS.

We appreciate the fact that Mr. Taylor contacted us and straightened out the entire situation up to this point where he did not appear to have his picture taken. As Mr. Taylor pointed out, "perhaps criticism was needed, but it was not given in the right manner."

This statement may pertain to a newspaper just as surely as it may to others.

We hope that this has caused no disention among the freshman class and on the other hand this situation could possibly cause the freshmen to function in a more commendable way than preceding classes.

Our Policy... The NEWS staff hearty welcomes the clarification of policy that comes from the Publications Committee. This statement should be carefully read by each student so that they may fully understand the policy of the newspaper.

Much has been said on the campus during the last week about freedom of the press. We shall not begin a discussion of freedom of the press at this time but rather we would like every one to take note of the words in that statement of policy on this page which in effect all news of all student interest and the student body will be reported in a factual and objective way in the NEWS.

Formal and objective are the important words in this statement. No newspaper has the right to create anything about which they do not know the complete facts. The NEWS will follow this policy. Nothing will be printed if the facts are not known, not even if it is the most important story to break in the history of the school.

We believe this policy to be important and we sincerely hope that the student body do not expect the NEWS to become a paper full of rumors.

College Comments... An example of the attention and concern given to college activities, is the "dilemma" on the front page of the NEWS. A "strike" excitement on the first day of classes has been discussed with the following comments taken from the Ohio State Lantern and the Kent Stater, both published last week.

Last Wednesday, the day of the first strike, the Lantern carried an Associated Press story with a front page banner headline: "W. J. Robs, campus police charge, 250 students were absent from their classrooms after an estimated 200 (solid core) attended an early morning mass meeting." The story in direct contrast to these figures read: "A. P. reports 250 students present in classrooms. The figures for the student body's protest was an accurate estimate of 250. The final count, after a meeting of 8,000 (solid core) at 7:30 a.m. yesterday, were reported to be in classrooms. A complete count of those present was impossible..."

Reports from the student body's protest show that the number was greatly exaggerated. The real number was in the neighborhood of 200 (solid core) students who attended an early morning mass meeting.

Furthermore, the news isn't quite in tune with the social customs—hence the results in rules such as the "dilemma" policy. The news isn't over-rated and the classrooms.

The Editors of both the freshman class that I shall evening. Although the Editors of the Publications Committee makes the following rules:

I. DEFINITION: The BEE GEE NEWS is a student activity published by students under the supervision of a student-faculty Publications Committee. It also offers laboratory opportunities for students of journalism.

The Publications Committee is composed of four members: the editor of the BEE GEE NEWS, editor of the KEY, and two students appointed by the Student Senate. These two students are appointed by the President of the University.

II. OBJECTIVE: The main objective of the newspaper is to present news of the University, to inform the with the consideration given to the discipline of students and faculty.

III. POLICY BOARD: The Policy Board of the BEE GEE NEWS consists of the following: Editor in chief, associate editor, and the faculty adviser, who is a member of the journalism faculty. The duties of this board will be: to decide the contents of the newspaper, and to decide the immediate publication of any student activity published by students under the supervision of a student-faculty Publications Committee.

IV. FUNCTION OF THE ADVISER: In extreme cases of a controversial nature, the adviser has the power to make the final decision. However, he will be standing that this decision may be appealed to the Publications Committee. It is necessary that the President of the University may veto the decision of the Publications Committee, but that normally he will delegate policy decisions to the Committee.

V. NEWS: The BEE GEE NEWS shall be free to publish any news which is of interest to the student body as long as it is presented in a factual, fair, and objective way, and meets the standards of ethics of the best newspapers.

VI. EDITORS AND COLUMNISTS: The subject matter of individuals and columns shall be decided by the student editors. They shall be responsible for the content of the newspaper.

VII. LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: All letters shall be signed. The Policy Board of the newspaper will decide which letters shall be printed. Letters on both sides of a controversy shall be printed for equal consideration. Letters to the editor should be signed to indicate an opinion expressed by the author of the letter.
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Letters To The Editor... It is custom with editor of this paper never to publish any letter that we have from the editor of the KEY. The 3 A.M. window is the last of the day.
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JOHN DUNNIA
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Nineteen Countries Are Represented in WSA

Editor's Choice Almost Stopped Key Beauties

Key Beauties due back to the late thirties when the then present office of the yearbook was sold to the judge of the four girls whose pictures would be in the "Looking" section.

This year young caused minor emphases when he chose one girl who was not a BG student, a good reason but his teammates thought it was back house.

The fate of future Key Beauties hung in a balance for some time. Finally after much debate, the idea was given a second trial.

Up through 1944 four girls were chosen each year by a group of judges. Since '45 one Key Queen has been chosen and two runners up.

The Key Queen to date have been: 1945, Wilma Larger, Alpha Xi Delta; 1946, Donna Gelfand, Gamma Phi Beta; 1947, Pat Perberg, Kappa Delta; 1948, Margaret Van Tilburg, Theta Phi; and 1949, Pat McGowan, Delta Gamma.

The title one Key Queen has been chosen and two runners up.
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WHERE ARE YOU?

CH WHERE DO those Booster Club guys go? New lyrics to an old ditty, yes, but a good indication of what a lot of Booster Club fans may not have heard of it was formed last year for the purpose of fostering school spirit at BG. The club was quite active a year ago, but this year seems to be a different story.

After football games have been played to date and thus far there has been only one pep rally... and that one not well attended. Come on, Booster, let's not go down before such a short life... come on out of hibernation and let's give the gridders a boost!

COLD, HARD STATISTICS

SCHOLASTIC WHIZ HAS BG COACH

SPEAKING OF Emerson Cole, it looks like the Rockets have had only nice things to say about the running of the ex-Toledo coach. Recently the scouts will doubtless be knocking each other down. Come on, Boosters... let's not go defunct after such a short life... come out of hibernation and let's give the gridders a boost!

FORM CARROLL ONE-TWO Punch

BOWLING Green's Freshman Punters were honored for the second time this year, when Toledo University's pairings defeated them 11-0 in the high school Punters' Union tournament. The first Toledo duo came into the season on a good note, and the other one had a better job of it in the third period. The latter, coming after Toledo's Seaman had gained on the midfield stripe to the BG 26, resulted in a score, and Ted was added to the total. Toledo completely dominated the play. The Rockets rapped up 16 first downs to eight for the Falcons, and 10 punts, while the Falcons were completing six of 15.

Kegler's Idle

Jack Mercer, president of the fraternity bowling league, has announced a meeting of late-intermester bowling captains Thursday at 4:00. There will be no bowling this Friday.

The team travels to Michigan Normal Saturday.

CENTER DRUG STORE

Walgreen Agency
Films, Cameras, Binoculars, Supplies, Stationery
"The Drug Store on The Square"

College Men! Here's Your Chance To Get All The Facts About A Career As A U. S. AIR FORCE OFFICER!

If You Can Qualify for Aviation Cadet Training...

You'll Be on Your Way Toward A Future as an Aviation Executive...

A U. S. AIR FORCE INTERVIEW TEAM WILL BE HERE TO GIVE YOU FULL DETAILS ON ALL THE INFORMATION you'll need to begin your career as a pilot or navigator in the Air Force. Also, an interview, for the many opportunities for a non-flying career!

DATE: OCTOBER 26, NOV. 1
PLACE: 201 AD
TIME: 8:00

The Square

Only The Best Can Be Aviation Cadets!
by BOB SULLIVAN

Even before the molsekins are hung up for the season, the hardwood family at Bob Geo has started their workouts. At the present time, 23 men are working out with Bob Knowlson, Harold Anderson, but a few more are expected to report after football season. The team squad will probably remain at full strength at home appearances, but 10 or 12 will make the road trips.

The 1949-50 edition of the Bobcats is the equal of what is probably the toughest squad they have had, considering the caliber of the team, and the distance of the games. After the first few warm-up games the Falcons will be on the road not.

Coach Anderson plans to fly the team west for that swing, while the eastern trip will include travel by air and rail.

The eastern trip will include travel by air and rail.

The first five BG starters will be Gene Dudley, Bob Green at forward, and Charles Share at center.

The next five starters will be probably the Falcons will see tonight.

Coach Anderson has stated that he would use it as a tuning system. Coach Anderson of Bowling Green.

stated that he would use it as an average of six freshmen have reported for last year and will continue for two more weeks.

Following this session, the players will divide themselves into class teams to determine the class.signals.

The annual round-robin tournament is an annual event in soccer and hockey begins last week and will continue for two more weeks. Following this tournament, the players will divide themselves into class teams to determine the class championship.

BIG EVENT: Annual Homecoming Game...grade vs. grade.

Bowling Club is beginning its season in soccer and hockey begins last week and will continue for two more weeks. Following this session, the players will divide themselves into class teams to determine the class championship.

FALCON FACTS — Sophomore G & M DRUGS

Local. A women's hockey team played at Oberlin, Oct. 22, at the Howling Green Universities, and its annual clinic.

Among the outstanding coaching leading this drive will be Tippy Dye of Ohio State, Ed Hickey of St. Louis, and Harold Anderson of Bowling Green.

The results in the other games:

Leagues at League I Banshees. 21; Rome. 0

Bee Gee was represented by the following girls: Barbara Scarlet, Jean McGlathery, Troia Wood, Marie Kenney, Georgia Wolf, Shirley Murray, Nancy Tenney, and Sigly Benge.

Coach Anderson is participating in the annual All-Ohio Intercollegiate Pattie Meet, Sirber M. Hickey of St. Louis, and Harold Dye of Ohio State, Ed Hickey of St. Louis, and Harold Anderson of Bowling Green.

League II Clowns are still leading the way by virtue of another win, this one over Lee Bakers. 10-0. Howling Clubs had only a 1-5 margin at the end of the first period, but Dick Whitehead and Fred Bertell scored in the second frame to give them their fourth straight win.

East Hall snatched their second successive triumph. 6-0, from the Wranglers to keep pace with the Clowns percentage-wise. Wheller scored the only TD in the second quarter.

League III's two leaders kept their hot runs as each added a victory to their record this week.

Castleford trimmed Rumine, 24-6, Christopher and Eagles sparking the win. But it exposed a content from the Owls by a 14-0 margin.

The results in the other games:

Hockey: Lords 1, Sam's Raiders 0; SAE defeated Pi Theta in an overtime game, 1-0; ATU won from Gamma Theta.

FALCON FACTS — Coach Bob Whitehead's BG football team won 47, lost 22, and tied 4 cases to top over in 1941.

We operate our own plant

G & M DRUGS

Box Stationary
School Supplies

Half Price Sale
on

Propylactic Tooth
Brushes

109 No. Main St.
Phone 6071

Superior Federal To.

KLEVER'S Jewelry Store

146 West Wooster Street
Phone 2681

WE SPECIALIZE IN WATER PROOFING
PHONE 14392 FOR

PICKUP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

LONG'S CLEANERS
228 North Main

b. 54 West Wooster Street

“I KNOW YOU’LL
LIKE CHESTERFIELDS...
THEY'RE MILDLY MILD.
IT'S MY CIGARETTE.